Angličtina s Rádiem Junior

2. COLOURS

Welcome song
K: welcome to our fun learning radio broadcast with Kiki and Mr. Suits!
This program was created in collaboration with Azyzah Educational and Interactive
Theatre.
S: Nice to meet you friends!
K: Our question today is from Pavel who is nine years old from Plzeň in the Czech
Republic.
S: Hi Kiki and Mr. Suits, could you tell us the colours of the rainbow?
K: Yes! Ready to learn about colours?

Theme
K: Let’s play the guessing game.
S: OK! What makes this sound…?
K: I know! A red heart. What is orange and grows in a tree and is juicy delicious.
S: An orange. What is yellow and hot, hot, hot?
K: The sun! What is green? And walks slowly?
S: A turtle! What is blue and up, up, above?
K: The sky!
S: What is between red and blue?
K: Violet, like grapes. So, red is...
S: Like the heart.
K: Yellow.
S: Like the sun.
K: Green.
S: Like the turtle.
K: Blue.
S: Like the sky.
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K: Violet.
S: Like grapes.
K: All these colors make a rainbow: Red, orange, yellow, green, blue, violet.
(Somewhere over the rainbow…)

Story
S: Woohoo! It’s story time!
K: Today’s story is about colors.
One day the color violet visited the color red and asked: “Why are you red?”
Red answered: “My mother and father were red and so I am red.”
“Uh…” said violet.
Then she went on to visit orange.
VIOLET: Why are you orange?
ORANGE: “My mother and father were orange and so I am orange.”
“Uh…” said violet.
Next, she went on to visit green.
VIOLET: Why are you green?
GREEN: My mother and father were green and so I am green.
VIOLET: Uh...
And she went on to visit blue.
VIOLET: Why are you blue?
BLUE: My mother and father were blue and so I am blue.
“Uh…” said violet, as she started to cry and cry and cry...
VIOLET: But I have no real color.
And at this moment all the colors of the rainbow hugged violet and said: “You are the
most beautiful and unique color of the rainbow, violet, because you have not one but
two colors: red and blue.
VIOLET: Thank you. I feel so much better.
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And then the sun came out (Mr. Sun, Sun, Mr. Golden Sun) and violet’s tears
combined with all the colors, formed a rainbow.
THE END
Goodbye song
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